Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Steppingstone activity
Lesson 4 – 11.06.2020
LO: To measure and begin to record time (hours, minutes, and seconds)
Success Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Watch the video about seconds, minutes, and hours https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEStq1e1Qrc
Read the information about seconds, minutes, and hours
Look at the different activities
Draw a table labelled seconds, minutes, and hours and sort the activities into the table depending on which amount of time you think they will take
Challenge: Add some activities of your own!

Model:

1.

3.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gEStq1e1Qrc
2.

1 second is a very short
amount of time
60 seconds = 1 minute
60 minutes = 1 hour
24 hours = 1 day

4.

Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Lesson 4 – 11.06.2020
LO: To compare and sequence intervals of time/to compare durations of events (for example to calculate the time taken by particular events or tasks)
Task:

You are going to be identifying intervals of time and/or durations of events
Success Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Model:

Read the questions about minutes in an hour and hours in a day, talk through them with a sibling or grown-up if possible
Watch the video about counting in 5s – sing along! https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqbg87h/articles/zw8qxfr
Task 1: Use your clock reading-skills and counting in 5s to work out how much time has passed
Task 2: Use your time-telling skills to work out which train takes the longest and how long it takes

3.

1.
How many minutes are in one full
turn around the clock?
How many hours are in each full
turn around the clock?
How many minutes are between
12:00 and 12:25?
2.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/t
opics/zqbg87h/articles/zw8qxfr

4.

Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Main activity
Task 1

Practice
How much time has passed?
1a.

Task 2

Practice
Which train takes the longest? How long?

1a.

1b.
1b.

1c.

1c.
1d.

When does it finish?
2a. A show starts at 20 minutes past
5 and lasts for 25 minutes.

2b. A bus ride starts at 10 minutes
past 3 and lasts for 45 minutes.

2c. A play starts at quarter to 10 and
lasts for 55 minutes.

Are the statements true or false?

2a. Art club is longer than homework
club.
2b. Rugby club is shorter than tennis
club.
2c. Tennis club is the shortest.
2d. Homework club is the longest.
2e. Art club is 1 minute longer than
Rugby club.

Canonbury Home Learning
Task 3

Reasoning
Explain your answers.

Task 4

Problem solving

Canonbury Home Learning
Challenge

